Descartes' controversy with the Scholastic philosophers at the University of Utrecht has been made accessible to scholars in recent years by the work of Theo Verbeek, who published the texts of Descartes' debate with Martin Schoock in La Querelle d 'Utrecht (1988) . In the present book, J. van Ruler provides a close, conceptual analysis of their discussion, by focusing on the concurrent debate between Gisbertus Voetius and Descartes' disciple at the University of Utrecht, Henricus Regius. Van Ruler's analysis illuminates a number of crucial issues that divided Scholasticism from the new, mechanical philosophy and raises important questions about the historiography of philosophy and of the Scientific Revolution. Although not a book for beginners, this is an important book that should be read and digested by anyone seriously concerned with the reception of the mechanical philosophy, the development of Cartesianism, or the relationship between theology and natural philosophy in the seventeenth century.
Van Ruler has accomplished the, alas too rare, feat of writing historically contextualized history of philosophy. By a careful analysis of Voetius' and Schoock's objections to the innovations of Descartes and Regius, van Ruler considers just what it was about Cartesianism that offended late Scholastic sensibilities. The central issue, from the Scholastic standpoint, was their differences over the nature of causality. According to the Scholastics, Descartes' rejection of substantial forms made it impossible for him to account for the action of causes in the world, be they causes immanent in the natures of individual substances or God's causal role in the universe. Voetius and Schoock accurately perceived that the Cartesian ontology implied ' a type of materialism which not only denied any activity of secondary causes, but also the idea of a divine Hand helping individual virtues to become effective ' (p. 300). The consequence would be either a totally self-sufficient Nature, in which God plays no role, or occasionalism entailing a crude fatalism, which the late Scholastics attributed to certain, unacceptable Islamic philosophies. The debate between the Cartesians and these late Scholastics thus hinged on the existence of substantial forms, the nature of causality and particularly the role and nature of final causes in the world, and the role of divine concurrence in the causal nexus.
Although one of the commonplaces about early modern natural philosophy is its rejection of Aristotelianism, there are few fine-grained analyses of just what was at stake in replacing the Aristotelian conception of natural motion with the Galilean principle of inertia. An important merit of van Ruler's book is that he addresses just such questions, simultaneously revealing the strengths of late Aristotelianism as a philosophy of nature and demonstrating how closely tied questions about natural philosophy were to those of theology. Indeed, there was no meaningful way to separate them in the debates that van Ruler describes.
The excellent qualities of this book are not diminished by a few flaws. Perhaps the most serious is the rather narrow scope of van Ruler's account, no doubt a by-product of the depth of his analysis. The Utrecht debates were not occurring in an intellectual vacuum, and our understanding of, for example, Regius' attempt to incorporate Aristotelian terminology into the language of Cartesian mechanism would have been enhanced by comparing it with similar attempts by other mechanical philosophers, most notably Robert Boyle who undertook precisely the same task in The Origin of Forms and Qualities. Van Ruler criticizes Regius' strategy as a ' pitfall ' (p. 205) , rather than noting that one aim of the mechanical philosophers was to demonstrate that every phenomenon that Aristotelianism pretended to explain could be incorporated easily and more economically into their new philosophy. My only other criticisms are minor quibbles and a desire for more careful editing of the text, which is full of errors, not all merely typographical. In this excellent history of early modern Italian research into the ' science of waters ', Cesare Maffioli analyses the multiple factors that contributed to the Italian dominance of this field by the beginning of the eighteenth century. Although the period covered by the book is greater than the bounds represented by the dates in the title, Benedetto Castelli's Della misura dell'acque correnti of 1628 and Giovanni Poleni's De castellis per quae derivantur fluviorum aquae habentibus latera convergentia liber of 1718 each marked major breaks from previous styles of activity. At the beginning of this period, the contemporary term ' science of waters ' encompassed a number of different subjects, including the more theoretical study of the mechanics of fluids as well as hydraulics and fluvial geomorphology, although this had relatively little impact on a field ' in which only father-to-son transmission of knowledge and practical training and experience counted ' (p. 419). Castelli's work was the first sustained attempt to bring such work within a ' Galilean ' science of motion, and he attacked practitioners for estimating the rate of flow of a river merely by measuring its cross-sectional area, without considering the velocity of the current. Initially supported by the Barberini family at Rome, he advised different groups on practical issues such as the Venetian lagoon in 1641. Although in the intervening period scholars such as Giovanni Borelli and Evangelista Torricelli considered the problem of river hydraulics from different perspectives (such as the approaches to hydrostatics of Robert Boyle and Blaise Pascal), the quality of research in this area improved dramatically in the half century after 1675.
An important character in this narrative is Geminiano Montanari, who took up the chair of mathematics in Bologna in 1664. Although the curriculum of the Studium in Bologna was initially traditional, Montanari succeeded in making some radical changes to it, and left in 1678 only when there was a financial crisis. Montanari had expertise in practical matters and his skills were highly appreciated to the extent that he became an advisor to the Venetians regarding the preservation of the hydraulic equilibrium of their lagoon. However, perhaps the dominant figure in Maffioli's book is Domenico Guglielmini, a pupil of Marcello Malpighi and Montanari and medical assistant to the former, who was appointed to the position of Superintendent of Waters in Bologna in 1689, and whose position was retitled ' Professor of Hydrometry ' in 1694. His influential Della natura de' fiumi trattato fisico-matematico of 1697 was in a conventional mixed-mathematical tradition but he also gave an account of the more general features of rivers.
From Bologna, the centre of creative research in the science of waters switched to Padua and Venice, not least because Guglielmini took up a post in the former in 1698. Jakob Hermann was his replacement in the chair of mathematics, immediately beginning work on the mathematics of the resistance of river beds, and worked there at the same time that Poleni was working on and writing his De motu aquae mixto libri duo (of 1717) and De castellis. Thanks to works like this, the topic had by now split into different subjects and was no longer a Galilean science, ' having embodied algebraical techniques and calculus as well as the concepts of fluid pressure and vectorial force ' (pp. 12-13) . With a few exceptions, like the aristocratic Jacopo Riccati, Italian mathematicians moved increasingly towards a specialization and expertise in practical engineering. Giving advice in practical hydraulics was now considered an integral part of the role of a Paduan mathematician, and in the 1720s and 1730s Poleni himself moved increasingly away from experimental and mathematical work in fluid mechanics.
In this dense but rewarding book, Maffioli shows that research at the purer end of scientific investigation was intimately linked to practical problems such as the efforts by the Bolognese to divert the Reno into the Po Grande to diminish the former's flood plain, and he examines how mathematically educated individuals gradually assumed authority in determining procedure in practical matters. He ably demolishes any facile Medici-centred thesis about the general ' decline ' of Italian science after the death of Galileo or the demise of the Accademia del Cimento in 1667. The influence of court or religious patronage did wane, however, and towards the end of the seventeenth century mathematicians gained prestige and a new professional identity by persuading important sections of the patrician and ecclesiastical e! lite that ' the supervision of technical matters should be confided to professionals with a university mathematics background ' (p. 436 The place of science in post-Restoration British society has long been the subject of heated debate, not least because of the controversy surrounding the precise role of broader intellectual currents, including social, religious and political developments, in the formation of attitudes to the natural world in this seminal period. Thanks largely to scholars such as Michael Hunter, it is now generally acknowledged that science in this period did not evolve in a vacuum, and that it was highly responsive to external factors such as the prevailing religious and political orthodoxies of the day. In particular, Professor Hunter, in an impressive portfolio of books and articles, has charted these developments in some detail, combining in-depth studies of major scientific figures of the period such as Robert Boyle and Robert Hooke with equally vivid and original accounts of lesser known characters such as the Rye astrologer Samuel Jeake. In addition, he has written at length on the various processes of scientific institutionalization in the late seventeenth century, focusing in particular upon the origins of the Royal Society in England, which he has characteristically depicted as reflecting the ideas and beliefs of a broad cross-section of men, in opposition to traditional approaches, which have tended to argue for a distinct ideological source for the new science. This collection of essays, some of which were first published over twenty years ago, epitomizes the value of this approach to the history of science in post-Restoration Britain, underlining as it does the vast and impressive contribution which Professor Hunter has made to this particular field of study. All but two of the fifteen essays have been printed elsewhere, and though some are deservedly well known and easily accessible, the vast majority are happily rescued here from the relative obscurity of minor journals and other edited volumes. At first sight, they appear a rather disparate collection, focusing as they do upon a wide range of individuals and subjects from Ashmole, Wren and Evelyn to astrology, archaeology, witchcraft and atheism. What makes their re-publication so worth while, however, is the inclusion of an original introductory essay which not only provides coherence to the whole but also provides the framework for a genuinely novel approach to the whole problem of how intellectual change was effected in this most seminal of periods for the history of science. The bottom line here is Hunter's contention that the ambiguities and complexities of the period in question, and the relationship of individual scientists and thinkers to the same, preclude the kinds of generalization which have typified so much of the scholarly debate surrounding the origins of the new science up to now. On the contrary, implicit in these studies is a commitment to the view that scientists and their beliefs cannot easily be fitted into the pre-ordained categories beloved of earlier generations of historians of science (for example Baconian, occultist, mechanist, etc.) . Consequently, if we are to understand aright the processes whereby a new scientific orthodoxy emerged, we must, according to Hunter, be more sensitive to the apparent foibles and idiosyncrasies of individual writers and thinkers. The clarion call to a new approach is best summed up by Hunter's own concluding remarks in his most stimulating, though all too brief, introduction : ' Intellectual change will thus appear as a kaleidoscope of patterns shaped by the reaction of individuals to the categories presented by contemporary polemics. Future generalisations must do justice to the balance between ideal types and individual complexity thus revealed. ' It is to be hoped in the years ahead that Professor Hunter's continuing exploration of such themes -in particular his ongoing study of Robert Boyle -will shed further light on these complex processes. Few can doubt his own qualifications to undertake this grand synthesis, the evidence of which is everywhere to be seen in this most welcome of publications.
P There is no gainsaying the erudition that has gone into The Age of Minerva, and all historians of science will glean much from his learned accounts of relatively obscure and often untranslated eighteenth-century Spanish satirists, theologians and novelists. Probing the ' lexicon of unreason ', he investigates the themes of monstrosity, chaos, disorder ; he ranges into contemporary notions of the ' labyrinth of the brain ' and the doctrine of vampires ; and he offers substantial discussions of eighteenth-century biological, neurological and psychological work.
But here, in many respects, he is going over the same ground as has recently been ploughed by other scholars such as Jacques Roger, Shirley Roe and François Duchesneau. On sundry topics his familiarity with contemporary scholarship seems less than perfect -it is surprising, on the topic of nervousness, to find only one rather early article by G. S. Rousseau cited. Sometimes his readings of current interpretations appear eccentric (the Foucaultian idea of ' unreason ' seems to be badly misunderstood). And all too often the progression of subjects throughout these two volumes lacks an intelligible planthey seem to follow no particular chronological or thematic sequence, and by no means all the topics covered link up with Goya and his Caprichos. It is a mark of the rather unhistorical character of Ilie's approach that nowhere in what he calls his ' great quarry ' does he seem to feel the need to address Goya's own beliefs and thought-world, or to contextualize Capricho 43 against the other images in that series.
This work suffers from a further problem : Ilie's style. While mercifully avoiding postmodernist jargon, he writes in a wooden academic manner that is rarely a pleasure to read and all too often difficult to follow. What is one to make of this (vol. 1, p. 69) : ' And so when Goya confronts Unreason in 1798, his bats present an ambiguous role. Either they misapply their blind energy to the rational ends of one identifiable party, or else their swarm reflects all civic and theological fanaticisms ' ? Or this (vol. 1, p. 73) : ' Volume 3 will argue that '' primary reality '' is the metamorphic ground beneath perceived phenomena that ordinary language organizes rationality ' ?
Finally, the extreme lengthiness of this study owes much to laborious prolixity. ' Many degrees of disorder and order intervene between the polar states of feeling and reasoning ', we are told (vol. 1, p. 219), ' a span that should discourage any idealizing notion of rational coherence. But oscillating mental states are not just long-term events. A single session of thought can traverse the same rational-affective scale. This scale is often obscured. An author's discursive calculation at any particular time may conceal whim, fervour, or sobriety in order to produce the desired uniformity of tone or style. Such an author thinks, nonetheless, with a single mind, though custom and scholarly convenience separate the writings later in accordance with private and public roles.' What is this but the truism that authors write in different styles on different occasions ?
Overall this work presents a Burtonian irony. By spinning out what might have been a fascinating article on Goya into a two (and more !) volume work, Ilie has reproduced the paradox of irrationality that forms his subject. The Age of Minerva will repay dipping into for its erudite discussions of specific topics, but only the most dedicated marathon-man will last the course.
R (1990) . The publication of Janet Browne's volume confirms that the much-needed synthesis tends to take the form of a biography. It seems that the interplay of family, social, psychological, intellectual and historical factors that determined Darwin's creative life can be properly accounted for only in descriptive form. It must be narrated. Narrative seems to be the up-to-date solution to the old externalist-internalist dispute. Robert M. Young wrote that a biography is not only an invaluable help to understanding the thought of an author, and an antidote against the ahistorical view of science fostered by positivism and analytical philosophy, but it is also ' the central discipline of the study of human nature, culture and society ' : biography is a ' meta-metadiscipline ' (' Biography : the basic discipline for human sciences ', Free Associations (1988), 11, 113, 122) .
Capitalizing on her extraordinary knowledge of the Darwin Archives in Cambridge and other unpublished sources, and making the most of various methodological approaches without indulging in any of them unilaterally, Dr Browne has written a well-balanced biography in the traditional sense, where ' traditional ' is by no means a disparaging term ; quite the contrary : hers is first and foremost a narrative that can be enjoyed also by the general reader. Even the most faithful devotee of Darwin and Darwiniana will find much that is new in it, from funny anecdotes to vivid descriptions of everyday life and intriguing highlights of Darwin's personality. Everybody will be amused, for instance, by nine-year-old Bobby's pleading guilty to not washing (see the wonderful letter on p. 28 reporting sergeant-sister Caroline's third degree). We see Darwin delight in cryptolinguistic games (p. 14) ; mimic, as a student, his Edinburgh professor Jameson (p. 70) ; become zealous and serviceable to a fault with Henslow (pp. 131-2) ; and have a snowball fight to celebrate his first New Year's Eve after the voyage (p. 352). We learn that he was capable of inspiring great affection in many people, but also of generating ill feelings in some : as a student, he was sometimes aloof, snobbish, supercilious, quick to take offence (p. 132). He could be forgetful of the generosity extended to him by the captain and crew of the Beagle (pp. 227, 370-1), and brisk and curt as a scientific referee (p. 420). His vitality and enthusiasm for life sometimes verged on irresponsibility, as when he was bravely ready to go to combat, but was disappointed in not seeing any gunfire in Montevideo, or, besides catching birds, shooting, riding and collecting, he looked forward to the thrill of ' a few revolutions ' (pp. 217-19) . The author is at her best when she describes the interplay of psychological, social and intellectual factors, such as that which led to Darwin's abandoning medicine (and later fuelled the Beagle surgeon McCormick's resentment against him), or the ' Cambridge network ' that brought him onto the Beagle. She is particularly successful when she analyses factors whose action was not perceived by the actors themselves, for instance when she exposes Darwin's ' cultural as well as scientific chauvinism ' and his condescending attitude towards non-British people he met during the voyage (p. 263). She also gives us a most vivid picture of the network of British devotees of natural history all over the world, a network Darwin was well able to exploit.
I particularly liked the pages devoted to Darwin's attitude towards nature, and especially animals, at various stages of his life : his cruelty to rats when a child ; his unquenchable passion for hunting (on many occasions he seems to have killed for the pleasure of killing : see for instance pp. 204, 331) ; his carnivorous habits, from juvenile exhibitionism at the Cambridge ' Glutton ' Club (where he dined on ' birds & beasts which were before unknown to human palate ', p. 107) to his readiness, during the voyage, to try whatever sort of meat he could lay his hands on. Dr Browne is absolutely right in establishing a connection between Darwin's hunting and his collecting, in stressing the ' breezy ' and ' robust ' character of his approach to nature (Darwin referred to himself as a ' barbarian '), and in pointing out the class and national prejudices that influenced his behaviour : his ' uncomplicated enthusiasm for life and vigorous disposition ' were nourished by the ' unthinking assumptions of superiority ' that led so many Britons to confuse exploring with exploiting, collecting and plundering (pp. 219-20, 222, 232) . Science became the outer varnish of a self-appointed right to exploit. Although he ultimately came to abhor killing animals, ' compassionate ideas about leaving nature as it was, or of giving a set of specimens to local institutions … never entered his head ' (p. 232). For the sake of his collections he did not hesitate to kill animals with abandon and to maltreat trees (pp. 203, 231) .
The other side of this patronizing sportsman's attitude was a persistent feeling of admiration for nature, ' enhanced by an easy sympathy with living beings other than himself '. Darwin's ' inbuilt tendency towards anthropomorphism ' manifested itself as much in the ' helpless anthropomorphism of a country gentleman ' speaking of horses and dogs (p. 383) as in his feeling himself ' part of a single world united by the same kind of mental responses ' (p. 216).
The German philosopher Dilthey wrote that it is impossible to write the biography of an author without writing the history of that author's age. We find a similar statement in Dr Browne's preface : ' Darwin did not simply sit in the middle of Victorian society soaking up the overriding themes of the age. On the contrary, Victorian society made him … His story is the story of the era … of the way that someone could take up and turn around the assumptions of the age and become a hero for doing so ' (p. xiii).
The context in which biographers try today to place their subjects has become less intellectual and more social than Dilthey thought. Indeed, social history seems still to be conquering areas of the historiography of science that were once the preserves of intellectual historians. Dr Browne's endorsement of a contextualizing programme does not lead her to adopt the provocative stance maintained by some Darwin scholars. To be sure, we do find in her book sentences like the following :
The idea of struggling to survive was ingrained in Darwin's personal outlook … To someone … so intimately familiar with the ideology of an expanding national power, selection by death or survival seemed an accurate description of what went on. Direct experience of imperial expansion encouraged him to see struggle, war, and extinction as inescapable truths of nature … For Darwin, the balance of nature resembled an account book recording the financial affairs of an entrepreneurial company, with adaptations acting like circulating capital, representing past achievements and the wherewithal for future ventures. In the unknown interlocking movements of the human mind, Darwin's social and commercial context appears to have both generated and validated his scientific ideas. Natural selection intuitively seemed the right answer to a man thoroughly immersed in the productive, competitive world of early-Victorian England [p. 390] .
But in the rest of her narrative the influence of social environment is shown much more in the shaping of Darwin's tastes, behaviour, manners and self-image than in the direct shaping of his ideas. Political events, social troubles, economic crises and even religious debates are a backdrop to the story rather than a haunting presence, as they are in Desmond and Moore's biography. Unlike Desmond and Moore, Dr Browne has decided that the materials do not justify an attempt, apart from the pages devoted to Malthus' influence, systematically to connect Darwin's intellectual development to his attitude towards dissenters, atheists, radicals or their Whig adversaries. This leads her somewhat to downplay the importance of the debate on materialism, both within and outside Darwin's mind.
Finally, I would like to raise a general point to stimulate further discussion on the subject of scientific biographies. Like any historian, the biographer must resort to conjectures. Being a narrative, a scientific biography cannot help but contain fictional elements : it must be to some extent fictionalized. Biographers must not only account for what happened, but they must also re-create, and even invent : for instance they must invent plausible links between events when the real links are not documented in the available evidence and must be inferred indirectly, or when they are too difficult to detail. Furthermore, biographers are obliged to select some facts from the lives of their subjects, while omitting others, and to supply a connection between the ones selected that makes sense in an overall view. In so doing, they offer a personal interpretation. Now, interpretations are not picked up bodily from the sources. They are always, to some extent, invented. The difference between a historiographic essay and a biography is that in the latter the interpretation, instead of taking the form of an argument, can take the form of a narrative device, that is, a literary device in a minor key.
I think there inevitably comes a moment in all biographies when the fussy reader is not clear if what is being written is a surmise or a fictionalization from existing sources, in other words, if it is based on evidence (whether direct or indirect) or on EinfuW hlung. The present book is no exception, and the policy adopted of keeping the notes to a minimum does not help to remove the doubt. A reader may well ask, for instance : How does she know that Darwin was ' disappointed ' to learn that the Beagle voyage might perhaps not be completely around the world (p. 159) ? Did he say so in a letter or did she get this impression indirectly from other documents relating to other aspects of Darwin's life in those very days ? And when she calls the (Cambridge, MA, 1995) , evolution studies seem to acquire intellectual respectability by displaying their historical connection with conceptual developments in mathematical analysis and more fundamental physical and biological theory -Newtonianism, Boltzmannian statistical mechanics, molecular biology and biophysics. Because ' natural history ' fits so awkwardly into the history of physical science, it forms ideal territory for exploring the complex nature of alternative scientific movements, both at an epistemic and at the social-institutional level. It has formed a sustained topic of interest to amateur and professional practitioners from the sixteenth century to the present and continues to attract dedicated workers in its modern manifestations. Socially embodied in the activities of gardeners, landscape designers, travelling naturalists, diplomats, colonists, collectors of shells, rocks, ferns and mosses, it has been remarkably pervious to the incursion of amateurs, artisans, women and the unlettered. It demands little in the way of equipment or elaborate instrumentation and experiment. Space for display and organization, and support for collecting expeditions, have been the primary material requirement for its development. It has been a science only modestly disciplined by the authority of academies, universities and national scientific organizations.
At a more philosophical level, it has also remained remarkably insulated from the epistemological problems that have been continuous issues in the experimental and mathematical sciences. To read a treatise of Linnaeus or Humboldt is to be transported into a world where perception is simply taken as veridical and unproblematic ; a direct scientific realism is unquestioned ; mathematical idealization is either absent or highly artificial and often irrelevant to practice ; the relation of knower and known is more easily analysed in the categories of Aristotle than those of Descartes, Hume or Kant (or Kuhn, Van Fraasen and Arthur Fine). For the major Enlightenment theorist of the tradition, Buffon, who was fully aware of the epistemic and methodological issues that surrounded the new physical science, natural history represented a great counter to the drive to ' mathematize ' nature. It restored the primacy of the human observer to nature. It readmitted the reality of colours, textures and the observable conditions of organisms in their natural situation, which he saw to be invariably destroyed by idealization of the new mathematical physics. Aristotle, rather than Newton, was the best intellectual guide to this science. (' Premier discours de la manie' re d'e! tudier et de traiter l'histoire naturelle ', Histoire naturelle, vol. 1, 1749). As an alternative to e! litist and academy science, natural history provided the archetypal science for Enlightenment critics like Rousseau and the early Sturm und Drang romantics like Goethe.
But to recognize ' natural history ' as an alternative, and even autonomous scientific tradition, rather than as a subordinate and less sophisticated set of inquiries within the history of experimental science, carries its own temptations to distortion. It would have been fashionably easy for such a volume to play the familiar tunes of strong social constructivism and epistemological relativism with predictable obeisance to Michel Foucault. Fortunately, if these historiographic stances are sub-texts in some of the contributions to this volume, they have not defined the territory of the volume as a whole. It is the plurality of approaches that has made this an excellent volume for historiographical study as well as a resource for basic historical information. For years I have wished for some single text or volume to which I could send students to introduce them to the full diversity and richness of ' natural history '. This collection should serve as the starting point for a deeper inquiry into this topic for many years.
Organized into three main sections dealing chronologically with the Renaissance and the seventeenth century (' Curiosity, Erudition and Utility ') ; the eighteenth century (' Virtuosity, Improvement and Sensibility ') ; and the transformations of these enterprises into more professional inquiries in the nineteenth century (' Discipline, Discovery and Display '), the twenty-four individual essays are nicely similar in range and depth of detail, splendidly illustrated with 126 finely executed reproductions of woodcuts and photographs, and concisely and cleanly edited. The length of each essay, running to approximately eighteen pages, permits convenient assignment for teaching purposes.
The diversity of approaches can satisfy almost any historiographical taste. The concept of diverse ' social cultures ' in the practice of natural history is a larger organizing theme of the volume, and in the introductory essay by Nicholas Jardine and Emma Spary the importance of anthropological, literary, social, material, bodily and ' reproductive ' practices in the writing of the history of natural history are topics to be emphasized. This allows several diverse approaches to the topic. The essays by Ashworth, Jardine, Guntau, Rudwick, Nyhart and Dettelbach are concerned with more cognitive issues, those by Outram, Schiebinger, Allen and Findlen concentrate on issues of authority, spatiality, gender, display and fashion. The essay by Gillian Beer analyses the travel narrative. Emma Spary deals with the connections of political economy and the ' economy ' of nature. Janet Browne perceptively engages the relation of the development of nineteenthcentury natural history and empire colonialism. Fairly straightforward biography and description of instrumental practice is represented by the essays of Lisbet Koerner and Ann Larsen.
Other essays particularly stood out for me. William Ashworth opens the volume with a splendid essay on the ' emblematic ' tradition of the Renaissance and its relation to the description of animals in the works of the bestiaries and early natural histories. Andrew Cunningham, in a very informative essay, describes the Renaissance development of formal gardens ; Hal Cook discusses the relations of natural history to early medical practice ; Daniel Roche finally helps us assess the dimensions of the presumed Enlightenment ' craze for natural history ' by doing some of the necessary prosopographic analysis in terms of publications by the various provincial and metropolitan academies in France in the eighteenth century. Paul Wood describes the development of human natural history in a Scottish Enlightenment context and its relation to the philosophical programme of Thomas Reid and the Scottish historical developmentalists ; Nicholas Jardine, in what was for me the finest essay of the volume, describes the relations of German Naturphilosophie to the reconfiguring of the organization of living forms at the opening of the nineteenth century, and at last adequately characterizes Naturphilosophie for Anglo-American readers. Michael Dettelbach takes a renewed and critically perceptive look at Susan Cannon's concept of ' Humboldtian ' science. Gillian Beer, Janet Browne and Michael Bravo analyse various aspects of the encounters of the voyagernaturalists with foreign peoples and places and the two-way nature of the exchange relationships. Anne Secord supplies fascinating insights into the social development of often illiterate artisan natural history groups in early Victorian Britain who met in pubs rather than society quarters and developed an oral, rather than print, culture of botanical lore based on the memorization of Latin names. Lynn Nyhart closes off the historical narrative of the book, developing briefly some of the theme of her recent Biology Takes Form (Chicago, 1995) by challenging the Garland Allen thesis of a great ' revolt ' from morphology and natural history in the early decades of this century. James Secord's impassioned epilogue draws attention to the paradox that the great media attention to ' natural history ' topics at present is accompanying the decline in the status of these inquiries as intellectual endeavours to an all-time low. The editors clearly hope to reverse this trend by recovering an appreciation for the natural historical sciences in a form that can inform current discussions of museums, media presentations of science and discussions of environmental ecology.
There is so much that I like about this book that I must strain to criticize it. The book lacks a topical index, seriously limiting its utility for tracing themes and connecting issues between sometimes overlapping essays. The name index is quite useless in locating references cited in the extensive notes. I was also disappointed that the book did not have a comprehensive bibliography of works cited.
More reflective of my own interests is an unease with some imbalance I felt in the direction of social history in the work. With all the value in this approach, amply demonstrated by the quality and richness of this collection, none the less one still wonders why no one has bothered to look more closely at truth-seeking and the desire for contemplative knowledge of the natural world that surely seems to be a motivation for the various actors, alongside what might be colonial, economic, class, status and disciplinary interests of their social networks. Some exploration of the continuity of the natural historical sciences with many of the ideals of classical natural philosophy, rather than with the experimental and manipulative approach to nature, would have given the reader more understanding of the motivations behind these inquiries. Field natural history can be dangerous and physically exhausting. For many of its early practitioners it was fatally so. Museum and taxonomic work is excruciatingly tedious at times. Even in its Enlightenment heyday, it was not a certain route to social preferment or prestige when compared with the physical and experimental sciences, as can be seen in the careers of Michel Adanson and Lamarck. Judged by the successful careers of its most illustrious representatives who were able to achieve institutional power and academic prestigeLinnaeus, Buffon, Haller, Cuvier, Werner, Lyell, Humboldt, Owen and Darwin -I would suggest that we cannot sufficiently penetrate the richness of their work without greater attention to the cognitive interests that served as well-springs for their most creative insights. The natural historical sciences have recruited, and continue to recruit, dedicated workers to these areas, even when all the reward systems of the surrounding scientific and social culture work against its attractiveness as a career option. This itself needs explanation. It would seem that at least some important motivation for doing natural history over the last three centuries has much in common with the reasons for prosecuting observational and theoretical astronomy, whose cultural manifestations cannot be so easily mapped onto social interests.
A second issue that might have been developed at some place is a clearer insight into the ways in which quantification and experimentalism do enter into the natural history tradition itself. Michael Dettelbach and Lynn Nyhart deal with aspects of this issue, but the work still leaves a lacuna in dealing with the complex of questions recently considered in fine detail by James Larson in his Interpeting Nature : The Science of Living Form from Linnaeus to Kant (Baltimore, 1994) .
Overall, however, I have rarely been more delighted with a set of papers. The editors are to be commended for this considerable contribution to the literature. After the death of his wife in childbirth, Theodore Roosevelt betook himself to the wild West and became a hero of the hunt. The soldier of San Juan Hill first stalked cougars, antelope and wild geese, posing in the frontispiece of his 1886 book, Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, as a cultivated man's Daniel Boone. After becoming President, he mounted an ambitious expedition to Africa where, under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, he and others bagged over five thousand mammals, four thousand birds, and two thousand reptiles for collections across the country. For such accomplishments, Roosevelt earned himself a memorial in the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) as a great conservationist.
Readers of this unusual book may be surprised that the figure of the hunter-naturalist, so familiar at the colonial periphery in the Victorian period, emerged in the early decades of the twentieth century as the chief patron and architect of natural history museums in the United States and Sweden. Roosevelt was only the most flamboyant among dozens of taxidermist-adventurers who were no longer quite the rugged and raggedy men at the Victorian frontier -one thinks of Pierre du Chaillu and Alfred Russel Wallace -but now major players in the institutionalization of ' wilderness ' for vast metropolitan publics. This work contains a wealth of colourful material on individuals whose eclectic practices have fallen outside the scope of subsequent histories of the sciences and arts. Thus Gustaf Kolthoff, a designer of wildlife museums in Uppsala and Stockholm in the 1890s, built a sea marsh and grassy meadow for stuffed birds in his private collection, effectively establishing a nature reserve in his own home. William T. Hornaday, later curator of the AMNH, and director of the New York Zoological Park, drew public attention to the plight of the buffalo by mounting a large habitat display in 1887-88, drawn largely from twenty-five specimens that he killed himself on one of the last successful hunts of the dwindling national icon.
Through an accumulation of such biographical detail, the book raises important questions about the uses of ' wild and uncultivated nature ' : for example, to criticize the new laboratorybased natural sciences and biology teaching in schools ; to substantiate natural selection models of evolution in exhibits ; to style zoology as a mode of hunting (and vice versa), practised in the wild, on living animals ; and finally, to shape and sanctify particular versions of patriotism and national identity. Such questions form brief asides, however, in a book framed as a history of museum technology and style, which carefully documents the elaborate production of wilderness exhibits, encompassing blood sports, benefaction, field observations, meteorology and background painting. When perfectly executed, the author notes, such work became invisible, and the viewer was transported to a Nordic seaside or an Adirondack meadow, untouched by civilization. Likewise Wonders' own progressive history -from individual specimen to habitat display, from panorama to dioramaalso hides many secrets. How was wilderness able to operate as both a physically arduous, lifethreatening terrain for lone adventurers, and a refined ' experience ', available to city-dwellers in the comforts of a museum ? How did exhibits featuring nature as at once a vulnerable, vanishing reserve and an untamed, luxuriant landscape, serve as stages for the redemption of violence, transforming trophy-hunters into conservationists, and imperialist devastation into manifest destiny ?
The representation of wilderness is approached here as an almost exclusively technical problem, ' solved ' by the conscientious application of scientific expertise and artistic acumen. ' Useful information ' and ' theatrical effect ', ' science ' and ' spectacle ', and ' professional ' and ' popular ' museums appear as clearly distinct resources or options, rather than as the effects -highly contested at the time -of the institutionalization process itself. Indeed, the book displays a remarkably unadulterated trust in art and science as vehicles of the public good, bringing urban audiences a taste of authentic nature and a dose of environmentalism. Significantly, the book omits the many dioramas that featured humans, whether as aboriginal figures, or as hunters facing down ferocious beasts, for it relies on an image of ' wilderness ' as a landscape unmarked by human influence. Cultural critiques like those offered by Donna Haraway, in which the AMNH African Hall appears both as a document of colonialism and as a preserve of predator-masculinity, displaying the hunter- The experimental work of Heinrich Hertz (1857-94) has long been overdue for scholarly reappraisal. This detailed and authoritative biographical study furnishes a cogent account of Hertz's career up to the public arrival of his high-frequency electromagnetic oscillator in 1888. Many readers familiar with Russell McCormmach's unsurpassed cameo for the Dictionary of Scientific Biography will be aware of the received view of this device as the famous source of the ' waves ' that allegedly ' confirmed ' the modern electromagnetic theory of light. No preconceptions on this point will be left intact, however, by Buchwald's persuasive and welldocumented story. Moreover, it is a virtue of this book's remarkably non-teleological narrative that no reader is ever likely to be tempted to entertain the crass populist notion that Hertz ' discovered ' radio waves.
In this work, Hertz's ambitions and accomplishments are rooted in the warm bonds of his family life and socially located in the complex politics of late nineteenth-century German physics ; this is a valuable contrast to Peter Harman's pedagogically grounded reading of Hertz as a theory-driven corroborator of James Clerk Maxwell (see Energy, Force and Matter, Cambridge, 1982, 107-12) . We thus see Buchwald's Hertz striving to make his professional reputation by creating novel experimental ' effects ' that would exemplify the doctrines of his distinguished mentor Hermann von Helmholtz. Accordingly, the evolution of the young German's experimental practices is recounted with the exegetical rigour that was the hallmark of Buchwald's previous two books for Chicago University Press, but now also with a laudable sensitivity to the formative contingencies of experimental and institutional contexts.
The volume is effectively divided into five parts. To set the scene for Hertz's career, the first part characterizes the practices of Helmholtzian laboratory physics in 1870s Berlin in contradistinction to its Weberian rival at Go$ ttingen and the Maxwellian form in Cambridge. Buchwald thus enables us to see how Helmholtz's privileging of the states of electrified bodies (in contrast to a Weberian emphasis on particles and a Maxwellian preoccupation with fields) made the behaviour of open circuits a uniquely interesting problem for a Berlin-trained physicist. In the second part we follow Hertz's early and somewhat miscellaneous education in architecture, engineering, mathematics and physics (with occasional immersions in Kant and Darwin) up to his arrival in Berlin in 1878 to become a student in Helmholtz's vigorous programme of prize-oriented electrodynamic research.
The sometimes tense dealings between the Berlin master and his young prote! ge! are tightly delineated in part 3 as we observe Hertz working towards his doctoral dissertation on the currents induced in magnetically influenced rotating spheres. Succeeding in his doctoral viva at the tender age of 22, and thus becoming Berlin's ' Golden Boy ' in February 1880, Hertz none the less worked hard to establish himself to an audience of German physicists beyond Berlin. His efforts to evince qualitatively new results in elasticity or cathode ray phenomena were inconclusive but were sufficient to win him an appointment in 1882 as Privatdozent at the University of Kiel (part 4). Lacking a laboratory to work in, a rather dissatisfied Hertz now settled down to recast Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism into formulae grounded on neo-Helmholtzian principles but avoiding explicit reference to any model of an ether.
Somewhat relieved to be given a professorship at the Karlsruhe Technische Hochschule in 1885, Hertz soon began giving his students demonstrations on electromagnetic induction. Quite fortuitously, a pair of Reiss spirals was available for this purpose, and in part 5 we see Hertz's fascination with their production of side-sparks propelling him into several years of intensive experimentation. Drawing upon the skilled practices and theoretical resources he had imbibed in Berlin and Kiel, Hertz was able to transform the ' Nebenkreis ' into a radically new instantiation of Helmholtz's theory of open circuit behaviour. By early 1888, this novel highfrequency oscillator could be manipulated in Hertz's hands to map electromagnetic fields, and also to show the wave-like reflections of travelling electromagnetic forces.
The reception accorded to these experiments was no straightforward matter, however. Hertz disputed the oft-cited views of Fitzgerald et al. in Britain that his work vindicated their interpretation of Maxwell's theory as predicting the wave-like propagation of electromagnetic fields at near-light speeds. In March 1888, after engaging his results with his own interpretation of Maxwellian theory (a reading that was highly influential on the Continent), Hertz concluded that it could not adequately explain why electromagnetic waves travelled at different speeds in wires and through the air. Historians of physics can doubtless look forward to even more impressively revisionist post-Maxwellian historiography in a successor volume in which Buchwald plans to show the further multiplication of meanings and uses that accrued to Hertz's device in the years up to and beyond his tragically early death in 1894.
G G University of Leeds K B and N R, From Dearth to Plenty : The Modern Revolution in Food Production. Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1995. Pp. xviij296. ISBN 0-521-40322-7. £40.00, $59.95. British agriculture has enjoyed very mixed fortunes during the twentieth century, subject to the vagaries not only of the weather, but also of war, world markets and, more recently, Eurocrats and mad cow disease (BSE). There already exists a significant literature which covers the principal economic aspects of agricultural change, but less attention has been directed towards the work of agricultural scientists. This is an imbalance which the authors of this volume, both of whom enjoyed distinguished careers as agricultural scientists, set out explicitly to correct. Concentrating on the period 1936 to 1986, which is identified as constituting the modern agricultural revolution, they seek to quantify the improvements brought about by harnessing science to agriculture and to identify the individuals and scientific work which made these changes possible. In addition they discuss the ways in which innovations were integrated into everyday farming practice, stressing throughout the extent to which government funding made this possible.
It is clear from the outset that this is an actors' account, conceived, as Blaxter readily admits in his preface, in ' both pride and anger ' (p. xi) ; pride in the achievements of agricultural science, anger at the lack of recognition they have received. As prominent insiders to the community of researchers about which they write (Blaxter, an authority on animal nutrition, directed the Rowett Research Institute from 1965 until 1982, while Robertson, a plant pathologist, headed the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture between 1969 and 1983), the authors are able to draw heavily not only on the scientific literature but also on the recollections of numerous colleagues. Indeed, the origins of the book, which was started by Blaxter and completed by Robertson, with the acknowledged assistance of others, after Blaxter's death, invite speculation regarding the extent to which the story told here represents a collective view by agricultural scientists of the recent history of their own discipline.
In view of the authors' expertise, it is not surprising that they focus primarily on scientific research, with only limited space devoted at the outset to the social, economic and political context of agricultural change. After the brief introduction the material is presented in sections, each devoted to different scientific problems which were tackled by agricultural scientists during this period. This starts with a discussion of statistical techniques before tackling mechanization, soil quality, plant and animal breeding, and the control of pests and diseases.
The sources used here are primarily the writings of the scientists themselves, and there is a marked absence of references to secondary historical literature. The lack of footnotes will, moreover, prove frustrating to those who wish to delve deeper into the many fascinating stories recounted here. The final section looks to the future, using the example of the past to argue for continued state support for agricultural research, and suggesting that market forces alone will not ensure that the proud record of past achievements is maintained.
Historians will probably choose to treat this book as a primary source, providing a convenient outline and a wealth of references to published work. Most of them will seek to place the research it surveys in a more clearly defined social, economic and political context, and in doing so will reveal the paradoxes of a scientific effort which, for all the praise offered by Blaxter and Robertson, has not been, and certainly is still not, free of criticism and controversy. Based on the papers presented at a conference held at the Science Museum, London, in April 1993, this volume sets out to explore resistance to three key technological developments of the recent past : nuclear power, information technology and biotechnology. Comparing resistance across time, national context and technology, and drawing on a range of disciplinary perspectives, this collection aims to replace the view of resistance as detrimental to technological progress with an appreciation of the part it has played and continues to play in shaping new technologies. This, Bauer argues, points towards an analysis which instead of characterizing resistance as inherently dysfunctional and detrimental to technological progress focuses instead on the creative contributions which resistance makes to technological development. Case studies drawn from western Europe, the United States, Australia and Japan are grouped into four sections which address conceptual issues, individual technologies within a single nation and from a comparative perspective, along with comparisons of different technologies within one nation. In an afterword the editor develops his ideas for a functional analysis of resistance, drawing on an analogy between the process and the experience of acute pain which identifies resistance as a signal that something is going wrong.
Although this was conceived as an interdisciplinary project, a number of the essays are explicitly historical in approach and content : Randall on Luddism ; Bruland on resistance to new technologies in Scandinavia ; Staudenmaier on the ambiguous relationship between Henry Ford and the production system to which he lent his name ; MacLeod on Australian nuclear history ; Botelho on the diffusion of semiconductors in France and Japan ; and Bud on regulating biotechnology. Other contributions, particularly those by Jasanoff on regulating biotechnology in different cultures and Nelkin's comparative study of resistance to information technology and biotechnology provide both food for thought and detailed analyses which will no doubt be drawn upon by future historians. Protests against nuclear power in Germany and elsewhere come under scrutiny from Radkau, Kepplinger and Rucht, providing useful summaries of the German language literature. Also worth careful reading is the essay by Miles and Thomas on new interactive media, which succeeds where few other contributions dare to tread by unpacking and exploring the issue of acceptance and resistance in relation to both producers and the range of potential users of a new technology. While this essay provides insights which will undoubtedly prove useful to historians, it is unfortunate in the context of an interdisciplinary project that the theoretical and methodological frameworks adopted by several of the other authors act to obscure rather than illuminate their findings for the non-specialist reader.
In bringing together scholars from a range of fields this volume seeks to offer an interdisciplinary perspective on the issue of resistance.
While it is true that there are areas of shared concern which emerge from these different strands, notably an ambivalence about the use and meanings of the word ' resistance ' itself, there is also much evidence of both different and distant approaches which do not draw on the insights to be found elsewhere. The absence of any attempt to draw together these strands into overall conclusions concerning the process of resistance to new technology leads to an impression of fragmentation and a whole which is considerably less than the sum of its parts. This is a shame, because the individual contributions have much to offer. Histories of interdisciplinary research are probably inevitably difficult. A discipline carries with it its own (often Whig) histories that can be used to structure or counterpoint a more sophisticated historical examination. However, as Doel shows in this excellent and detailed account of North American solar system astronomy, an interdisciplinary area is marked by impermanent arrangements of people, equipment and institutions, each possessing its own histories and practices, which, when examined collectively, suggest fragmentary and conflicting interpretations of their past.
In what is largely an empirical study, Doel imports and extends several theoretical terms to help analyse interdisciplinarity, none more usefully than Spencer Weart's ' transient institution ' : ' short-lived interdisciplinary communities '. Several of these were important in shaping solar system research, some being temporary but influential research programmes, such as Harlow Shapley's pre-war Harvard Arizona meteor expedition or Lowell Observatory's Project on Planetary Atmospheres. Even more important (and short-lived) were conferences that brought together planetary astronomers, geophysicists, geochemists, meteorologists and geologists to reach a surprising level of consensus : the Rancho Santa Fe conference of 1950 denied that the earth had ever been molten whilst accepting its iron core and upper mantle convection as the mechanism behind continent building and mountain formation. Likewise, the Williams Bay conference in 1952 attempted to manufacture consensus over the abundances of elements, particularly in meteorites. However, as Doel points out in passing, the Williams Bay conference, though interdisciplinary, also marked shifting power relations between disciplines : meteorite abundance studies had been wrested from museums (no curators attended Williams Bay) to physicscentred academic departments by the exManhattan Project scientists. Interdisciplinarity is not necessarily egalitarian.
The stresses behind scientific co-operation are evident in the centre-piece of Doel's account : the bitter hot moon-cold moon controversy between astronomer Gerard Kuiper and geochemist Harold Urey. Kuiper held that the moon had at one time been molten, the older Urey disagreed. The conflict culminated at the International Astronomical Union Meeting in Dublin of 1955. Partly this disagreement was due to commitments to theoretical models : Kuiper had adopted a nebular cosmogony by the late 1940s, and accepted Arnold Eucken's arguments for the earth's iron core condensing out of the molten planet as a means of explaining the earth's low abundance of hydrogen and helium. Urey, on the other hand, articulated a different model involving chemical fractionation in a cold earth to explain the distribution of silicates. Doel wisely seeks explanation of the fierce controversy in terms beyond those of individual intellectual difference. The heat of the conflict arose because both scientists were making claims in an interdisciplinary area, but crucially differed in their respective disciplinary mechanisms of creating consensus and resolving disputes. Thus, the exacting Urey criticized the astronomer's standards of measurement ; whilst the absence of an interdisciplinary reward system meant that the two continually squabbled over priority and proper citation practice. 
